ing the meeting, the Board approved the 2017 operating budget. The Board voted a minimal $25.00 increase to the annual membership dues. The 2017 annual dues is set at $700 for contractor member firms and $500 for associate member firms. The advertising rates for 2017 will remain at the same level as last year. The Board is very appreciative of our members’ financial support and anticipates a 100% renewal in 2017.

In keeping with President Shimada’s theme of “project management”, John B. Wilhelmi, President Emeritus of the Omaha Division of The Waldinger Corporation, began our Wednesday afternoon session with a presentation on managing your contract from proposal, to claims, to change orders. John has made his PowerPoint presentation available to us as well. If you would like a copy of his presentation, contact the MICA office, and we will email you a copy.

The fall business meeting really began with a half-day pre-meeting seminar on Change Management that was held on Tuesday afternoon, October 18, 2016. Fifty members attended the seminar. Peter Dumont, Vice President, with Global Strategic Projects for Pentair Technical Solutions based in Houston, Texas, was our seminar leader. Peter is responsible for global business development and the execution of strategic projects primarily in the heavy industrial sector. He provided the members with ideas and techniques for handling change orders and claims. Peter discussed the following topics during the seminar:

- Safety Moment
- Introduction
- Construction Claims
- Construction Delays
- Identifying Changes
- Documenting Changes
- The Impact of Late Changes
- The Impacts of Changes on Productivity
- Change Management Best Practices

Peter has made his PowerPoint presentation available to us. If you would like a copy of his presentation, contact the MICA office, and we will email you a copy.

We began the fall business meeting with committee meetings and a Board meeting on Wednesday morning. During the meeting, the Board approved the 2017 operating budget. The Board voted a minimal $25.00 increase to the annual membership dues. The 2017 annual dues is set at $700 for contractor member firms and $500 for associate member firms. The advertising rates for 2017 will remain at the same level as last year. The Board is very appreciative of our members’ financial support and anticipates a 100% renewal in 2017.

On Wednesday afternoon, we once again held our three concurrent forums dealing with member issues. We had a union contractor forum, an open shop contractor forum, and an associate member forum, all running simultaneously. All of the attendees were able to participate in the discussion of craft issues pertinent to them. All three sessions were very well attended.

Our Wednesday evening reception included table top displays by 23 of our associate member firms that are classified as distributors, fabricators, or independent manufacturers’ reps. The reception and table top displays were open for viewing for 90 minutes, and the members actively participated for the entire session.

We began the Thursday morning session with a presenta-
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

TO: THE MICA MEMBERSHIP

When you read this, we will have returned home from the Fall Business Meeting. It is a little difficult writing about the past on an event that, in the present, is in the future. Think about that twist of logic for a bit! Anyway, I hope that you found the meetings very informative and very beneficial to you and your business. I know that I always enjoy the networking with my fellow Mid-Westerners as well as those of you that have traveled a bit further. I also value the educational programs that are presented at the meeting. Yes, that even includes the OSHA and HR “bad” news that Gary presents; we may not like it, but we sure need to know it!

I also hope that you found the themed format on project controls management advantageous and educational. As I’ve mentioned, I am fairly passionate about this topic. I am convinced that if we, as individual contractors and suppliers, practice proper controls management, the industry as a whole will improve as well as our bottom lines.

On a lighter topic, I would like to point out that there are now less than 60 days left until Christmas. If you are like me, you better start thinking about your holiday plans. Also, if you are like me and you only have to worry about ONLY one gift, for your spouse, you better start planning for that, too. You would think after a “few” years of marriage, I would be able to pick a good gift with ease, but I can’t. I know, I know, Halloween hasn’t even arrived, and you are thinking that I’m just like all the retailers starting too soon in the year (and yes, I’ve started playing Christmas music already). However, I’m just not very good in the gift choosing department, and I have to start early and then I usually don’t buy anything until 12/23 or 12/24! Last year, one of Angela’s gifts was a pine scented, tree shaped car air freshener from our local truck stop…. No joke……. It was a gag gift, so you women out there, don’t berate me! I always threatened Angela that I was going to do my shopping at the truck stop….

George Shimada
MICA President

Forecasting

To date, we have talked about a number of project management metrics in order to know such things as task percent complete, earned values, and ahead/behind schedule of cost/hours. All these metrics tell us where we’ve been and where we currently are. As owners or employees answering to the owner/stockholder(s), we ultimately want to know, based on what is happening currently, where profit will be at the end of a project. In order to do this, we must talk about forecasting. Forecasting uses the current metrics to estimate, at a particular instant in time, what the job performance will be at the end.

There are many ways to forecast, but I will discuss three. One method I will bring up is a very poor method, but one we probably use too often. The other two are better methods, but have different assumptions that drive the forecast. It will be up to you to decide which of the two make the most sense in your case.

The first method is a very subjective method, with no metrically driven calculations. It is the “stick your thumb in the air” and guess where you will be at the end of the project. You try to use your past experience to extrapolate an estimate. Some people are very good at this, but most of us (including me) are not. In fact, emotion plays into the calculation of this method. Because we NEED the job to go well, we “forecast” the job to go well. Unfortunately, at the end, we get the truth and our money holders are often not happy with our ability to know where project profit progress is at. Obviously, I don’t recommend this method, but it is probably a method that we most use.

The second method is a formula driven method of fore-
SSL II* with ASJ Max FIBERGLAS* Pipe Insulation

The durable, cleanable, all-service-jacket with a polymer film exterior surface can tolerate short-duration precipitation during construction, and doesn't support mold and mildew growth. And, this product now uses an industry leading SSL II* Positive Closure System with a new, advanced adhesive that fastens and installs with no need for staples or mastic. The maximum operating temperature rating has changed from 850°F to 1,000°F (with heat-up schedule).

Learn more at www.owenscoming.com or call 1-800-GET-PINK®

THE PINK PIPE® is a registered trademark of Owens Corning. © 2016 Owens Corning. All Rights Reserved.
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Dyplast proudly manufactures Polyisocyanurate insulation products that meet or exceed the most demanding CINI-2014 & ASTM C591-15 standards. Dyplast is the right choice for energy efficiency and economics for mechanical pipe insulation.
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12501 NW 38th Ave. Miami FL, 33154 | www.dyplast.com | info@dyplast.com | 305.921.0100 | 800.433.5551
tion by Dr. Charlie Cartwright, a consultant, author and entrepreneur. His presentation emphasized the importance of pre-task planning, production, people, and safety on the job site.

Gary Auman, MICA’s legal counsel, gave the attendees an update on the status of recent OSHA rulings and the interpretation of the potential impact these rulings can have on your business operations. If you would like a copy of Gary’s slide presentation, contact the MICA office, and we will send you a copy.

We concluded the meeting with a discussion of project management from a legal perspective. Richard Carr, a Director with the firm of Dunlevey, Mahan & Furry, in Dayton, Ohio, gave a presentation on general scope issues in a contract and how to avoid some of the standard contract clauses that are not favorable to a sub-contractor. His presentation included a discussion of “pay when paid” clauses, and errors and omissions issues. A copy of Richard’s slide presentation is also available. Just contact the MICA office, and we will send you a copy.

The fall business meeting was designed to help members to “Manage Your Projects”, and it did. Our record attendance was a testament to our members’ involvement in their industry association.

The members were reminded of the winter Board and committee meetings that are scheduled for January 19 — 22, 2017, at the Le Pavillon Hotel in New Orleans.

You are all encouraged to begin planning your attendance at our 60th annual spring convention to be held June 19 — 22, 2017, at the Kona Kai Resort in San Diego, California.

Fall Seminar Speaker, Peter Dumont, with MICA Executive Secretary, Tom Shimerda.
The NEW Revolutionary
Fast and Easy Way to Seal Butt Seams on Elastomeric Insulation

Cel-Link II™

Eliminate job failure and repair to cut and keep project costs competitive
- No fumes – no operational interruptions in odor-sensitive environments
  - Food processing areas
  - Flammable areas
- Perfect for low VOC installations – lower costs, fast and easy
- Install faster in any environment – even in cold weather
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Get your FREE SAMPLE of Cel-Link II™
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Done once. Done fast. Done right.
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MICRO-LOK® HP: THE EVERYDAY CHOICE
- Ideal for almost every application
- ASJ for .02 perms of water vapor
- 25+ years of proven performance
- Ultimate in off-the-shelf accessory capability

MICRO-LOK® HP ULTRA: WHEN THE APPLICATION CALLS FOR IT
- Solution designed to handle intermittent moisture exposure during construction
- Easy-to-clean poly-coated jacket that will not easily stain
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THE SAME INSULATING PERFORMANCE.
TWO DIFFERENT VAPOR BARRIERS.
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ONLY FROM JOHNS MANVILLE.

© 2016 Johns Manville. All Rights Reserved.
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FUTURE MICA MEETING DATES

Winter Board and Committee Meetings — January 19 — 22, 2017, Le Pavillon Hotel, New Orleans, LA.

60th Annual Spring Convention — June 19 — 22, 2017, Kona Kai Resort, San Diego, CA.

Fall 2017 Annual Fall Business Meeting — October 18 & 19, 2017, Embassy Suites Downtown, Omaha, NE.

61st Annual Spring Convention — June 18 — 21, 2018, In region. The Board of Directors is open to suggestions.

Fall 2018 Annual Fall Business Meeting — October 17 & 18, 2018, Omaha, NE.

MICA MEMBER ADDRESS/INFO. UPDATES

Be sure to inform the MICA office of any changes or corrections to your listing for either the MICA Directory, e-mail correspondence or mailing address. Even if you update your company listing on the MICA website, please inform the MICA office of the changes. We try to be as current as possible with your help.

(Continued from page 2)

casting. The formula assumes that work from the particular point forward will progress at estimated productivities. It does not recognize whether or not actual productivities to date have met, exceeded, or lagged estimate. The formula is:

\[
FAC = (ACWP) + (BAC - BCWP)
\]

Where
- \( FAC \) = Forecast at Completion (dollars or work hours)
- \( ACWP \) = Actual Cost of Work Performed to Date (dollars or work hours)
- \( BAC \) = Current Budget at Completion (dollars or work hours)
- \( BCWP \) = Budgeted Cost of Work Performed to Date (dollars or work hours)

\( BAC \) must be estimated, and you must know the \( BCWP \) (originally estimated cost you should be at). Because of these two numbers and the fact that you have to assume making productivity, this is not my favorite method.

The last method is also a formula driven method, but the starting assumption is a little different. It assumes, instead of all remaining work meeting estimated productivity, that the current rate of progress occurring to date will continue. If you are exceeding productivity, this forecasting method assumes you will continue this exact rate of over-productivity to the end. If you are lagging productivity, the method assumes you will continue at the exact level of under-performance to the end. The formula is:

\[
FAC = \frac{BAC}{CPI}
\]

Where
- \( CPI \) = Cost Performance Index
- Other terms from above

Cost Performance Index; what’s that? It’s another way to calculate current progress. Instead of this formula, the way I personally like the formula is:

\[
FAC = \frac{ACWP}{\% \text{ Complete}}
\]

Getting the actual cost/hours to date is fairly easy. We also know from previous conversations how to get \% complete. Therefore, calculating the forecast is fairly accurate and easy.

The downside of this formula is the fact that the level of over/under-productivity is left static. As you can see, both formulas are unable to exactly calculate where you will be at; thus a forecast. However, if you update the

(Continued on page 13)
For more information on FyreWrap® Insulation Systems, or other Fire Protection Materials, contact Unifrax Corporate Headquarters – Phone: 716-768-6500, Email: info@unifrax.com, or the following area sales offices:

Scott Marker – New Carlisle, IN
Ph: 630-235-4352, Email: smarker@unifrax.com

Alan Finley – Tulsa, OK
Ph: 918-455-0405, Email: afinley@unifrax.com

Mark Sullivan – Milwaukee, WI
Ph: 262-253-3630, Email: msullivan@unifrax.com

Fred Hoffman – Tulsa, OK
Ph: 405-242-3192, Email: fhoffman@unifrax.com

www.unifrax.com
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Gary W. Auman
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An Energy Conservation Fabricator
forecast often, your values will become more accurate over time. Even though productivity can change over time (usually to the worse), I think the assumption of this last method is much better and closer than assuming that you suddenly “start making productivity.” This is especially true for jobs that have not been going too well to date.

Why is forecasting important? Most of our companies are running on an accrual style of accounting. This is just a fancy way of stating that our accountants try to get the “right revenue” with the “right costs” in a particular accounting period.

If you did not pay attention to last month’s article about billing the correct percent complete or your client will not allow you to bill the correct percent complete of some of your tasks, your revenue is not being billed in the same month as its cost. Your accountant must then “recognize” the missing revenue that you were unable to bill. This is where forecasting comes in. In order to know the proper revenue to recognize, the accountant wants to know what profit margin you think you are going to make at the end of the job. The accountant then takes the cost of the particular period and adds in the appropriate margin of profit that you forecasted. This is the revenue that is stated on the profit/loss statement.

As you can see, proper forecasting is very important and should be done very regularly.

What to Expect
Building upon the success of last year’s fall meeting, we’ve designed the Fall Summit 2016 schedule to decrease your time away from your office and to maximize your time for education and business-building networking in our Nation’s Capital, just days before the 2016 national election. NIA looks forward to welcoming our members back to Washington, DC.

NIA’s Fall Summit offers members:
- **Convenience**—All events take place in 1 location just minutes from Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport (DCA).
- **Flexibility**—Minimizing members’ time out of the office is a priority, and all Committee meetings will take place on Wednesday with a General Session and Breakfast Speaker on Thursday.
- **Value**—15 hours of education, 2 breakfasts, 1 luncheon, and 1 networking reception are included in the affordable registration rate. Additional multiple-registrant discounts are available.
- **Highlights of the Fall Summit include:**
  - Forum-style committee meetings with industry-specific speakers;
  - General Session and Breakfast (a complimentary hot, full breakfast);
  - Luncheon and Keynote Speaker; and
  - Networking Reception on Wednesday evening.

Who Should Attend
All NIA members are welcome and encouraged to attend this meeting that will focus on member-driven educational programming and increased business networking opportunities. If you have attended Committee Days in the past, the new Fall Summit format brings even more of what you have come to expect from NIA’s events. You do not have to sit on a committee to attend any of these meetings. Don’t miss out!

NIA Member Benefits
NIA’s Fall Summit is an exclusive event for NIA members only. If you are not already a NIA member, please visit the Join NIA page on NIA’s website, which includes information about the benefits of belonging and testimonials from current members. For more information, please contact Kristin V. DiDomenico at 703-464-6422, ext. 115, or via email at kdidomenico@insulation.org.
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THE PASSING OF JERRY BARTON

It is with sadness that we inform you of the death of a long-time member of MICA and friend, Jerry Barton. Jerry owned and operated Midwest Insulation Services in Omaha, Nebraska. He was one of the first MICA members that Cindy and I were introduced to when we started with MICA in 1983. Jerry was always supportive of MICA and us. He shared his passion for the insulation industry and for association involvement with his sons. His son, Doug, serves as Treasurer for MICA. Below is his obituary.

Barton, Gerald "Jerry" Jul 17, 1929 - Oct 6, 2016 Jerry was born in Belmar, New Jersey to the late Tom and Irene (Hollinger) Barton. While attending Georgia Tech, on a ROTC scholarship, he met the love of his life, Marilyn Somers while both were on Spring break in Pensicola, Florida. He graduated with a degree in mechanical engineering, then served as a Lieutenant Commander on a Destroyer ship during the Korean War. Jerry and Marilyn moved to Omaha in the mid 50’s and Jerry owned and worked at Midwest Insulation Services until one year ago. Together they raised three sons, Randy, Brian and Doug. Jerry and Marilyn enjoyed traveling, and spent their winters in Vero Beach, Florida. Jerry was preceded in death by his parents, siblings; Tom, Richard, and Patty, and son, Randy. Survived by wife of 63 years, Marilyn, sons Brian and Doug (Diane), and eight grandchildren and one great-grandchild. Memorials to the Nebraska Humane Society.

Cards of sympathy may be sent to the family in care of Doug at the company address; Midwest Insulation Services, 900 South 15th Street, Omaha, NE 68108.

OSHA DELAYS ENFORCEMENT OF ANTI-RETACTION PROVISIONS OF INJURY AND ILLNESS TRACKING RULE UNTIL DECEMBER 1

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration has agreed to further delay enforcement of the anti-retaliation provisions in its injury and illness tracking rule until December 1, 2016. The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas requested the delay to allow additional time to consider a motion challenging the new provisions.

The anti-retaliation provisions were originally scheduled to begin August 10, 2016, but were previously delayed until Nov. 10 to allow time for outreach to the regulated community.

Under the rule, employers are required to inform workers of their right to report work-related injuries and illnesses without fear of retaliation; implement procedures for reporting injuries and illnesses that are reasonable and do not deter workers from reporting; and incorporate the existing statutory prohibition on retaliating against workers for reporting injuries and illnesses.
7 REASONS TO INSTALL AP ARMAFLEX
Foam Insulation for thermal efficiency and condensation control

- AP Armaflex controls condensation and retains thermal integrity better!
- 100% Fiber free and non-particulating
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- Microban® Antimicrobial Technology GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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© 2015 Armacell LLC. Made in USA. MICROBAN® is a registered trademark of Microban Products Company. Certified to GREENGUARD Gold standards for low chemical emissions into indoor air during usage.
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INSPECTION PLUG STRATEGIES, LLC

- Designed for use with aerogel blanket applications
- Also fits traditional thicker insulations
- Self-sealing attachment with smooth & corrugated jacketing
- Installs without screws but accommodates them if needed

TMLX SILICONE® INSPECTION PORT
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- STYROFOAM®, TRYMER®, PHENOLIC, & FOAMGLAS®
- Accessories for all insulation jobs.
- Cut to fit aluminum with Polysurlyn & safety hem.
- We specialize in ammonia refrigeration.
- We stock RG-2400LT™

For pricing and information, contact sales at: www.cookbro.com
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Cook Brothers Insulation, Inc.
1405 St. Louis Ave. / Kansas City, MO 64101
K.C. (816) 421-6300 / Fax: (816) 842-4031
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OSHA RELEASES UPDATED RECOMMENDED PRACTICES TO ENCOURAGE WORKPLACE SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration released a set of Recommended Practices for Safety and Health Programs to help employers establish a methodical approach to improving safety and health in their workplaces.

The recommendations update OSHA's 1989 guidelines to reflect changes in the economy, workplaces, and evolving safety and health issues. The recommendations feature a new, easier-to-use format and should be particularly helpful to small- and medium-sized businesses. Also new is a section on multi-employer workplaces and a greater emphasis on continuous improvement. Supporting tools and resources are included.

The programs are not prescriptive; they are built around a core set of business processes that can be implemented to suit a particular workplace in any industry. OSHA has seen them successfully implemented in manufacturing, construction, health care, technology, retail, services, higher education, and government.

Key principles include: leadership from the top to send a message that safety and health is critical to the business operations; worker participation in finding solutions; and a systematic approach to find and fix hazards.

"Since OSHA's original guidelines were published more than 25 years ago, employers and employees have gained a lot of experience in how to use safety and health programs to systematically prevent injuries and illnesses in the workplace," said Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health Dr. David Michaels. "We know that working together to implement these programs will help prevent injuries and illnesses, and also make businesses more sustainable."

The OSHA recommendations include seven core elements for a safety and health program: management leadership; worker participation; hazard identification and assessment; hazard prevention and control; education and training; program evaluation and improvement; and communication and coordination for host employers, contractors and staffing agencies.

Dr. Michaels released the new document at the National Safety Council Congress in Anaheim, Calif. In his remarks, he asked business groups and safety and health professionals to help spread the word through a campaign that encourages creation of a safety and health program using OSHA or other program recommendations that may be more appropriate to their businesses.

The recommendations are advisory only and do not create any new legal obligations or alter existing obligations created by OSHA standards or regulations.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS TO BEGIN MECHANICAL INSULATION ASSESSMENTS

The National Insulation Association (NIA) is pleased to announce that the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) will be conducting mechanical insulation energy and water assessments as directed by the 2017 Military Construction-VA Appropriations bill, which NIA worked to get passed. The bill was included in Congress's continuing resolution (CR) to fund the federal government through December 9, 2016. The bill included the following language:

Mechanical insulation assessments - The Committee acknowledges the cost savings possible through energy savings associated with proper insulation, and encourages VA to work in collaboration with industry partners to conduct a mechanical insulation energy and water assessment at several representative VA hospitals. The assessment should study the potential for improved energy and water efficiency of the selected medical center mechanical systems by applying mechanical insulation in repair, replacement, or upgrade applications. Assessment results shall be shared through a report to the Committee not later than 60 days after enactment of this Act.

NIA's Executive Vice President/CEO Michele M. Jones noted, "This is a huge success for the insulation industry, and NIA will pursue working alongside the VA to complete these case studies. Our hope is that these studies are used as best practices for all VA facilities and to expand these assessments to other federal agencies." She added, "Every assessment that proves the value of a properly insulated system is one more tool that we can use to bring increased awareness of the benefits of insulation and get our industry out in front of the energy-efficiency discussion."
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High Temperature Insulating Solutions

Three fiber grades:
• Superwool® (AES) fiber
• Kaowool®, Cerablanket® (RCF) fiber
• Denka® Polycrystalline (PCW) fiber

Benefits
• Reduces thermal conductivity and energy loss: improved insulation 20%
• Provides significant energy savings compared to other tested AES and RCF fibers
• Pyro-Bloc® modules are the market leading contractor preferred module of choice for furnace, boiler and kiln linings

WHAT’S NEW

WDS® Flexible Pipe Insulation
WDS Flexible Pipe offers the low thermal conductivity needed in hot piping applications to ensure that materials inside hot piping are insulated from ambient conditions, in addition to protecting workers from burns from coming into contact with non-insulated hot piping.

DRYERWRAP™

• UL and ULC listed for 1-hour protection inside rated wood frame construction
• Flexible, 1/2” thick
• Tested on 30 gage 7” round and 26 gage 10” x 4” rectangular duct
• Dryer vents in multi-family housing

Benefits
• Optimized installation costs
• Optimized installation space
• More flexible than alternative wraps
• Improved safety with applications specific testing
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SAFETYJACS™

WHAT IF YOU COULD PROVIDE BETTER
SAFETY
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- Boost your safety rating
- Reduce costly injury claims
- Retain skilled labor
- Attract more work
- Improve project timelines
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SafetyJacs™ are a new innovation in cut & roll jacketing, that are safer, quicker and easier to install... and all at no extra cost. It's our new standard.

Let us help you become an even SAFER employer.

Schedule a presentation to learn how: 888.877.7685 USA • 800.299.0819 CAN • www.idealproducts.ca
DODGE MOMENTUM INDEX STUMBLES IN SEPTEMBER

The Dodge Momentum Index fell 4.3% in September to 129.0 from its revised August reading of 134.8 (2000=100). The Momentum Index is a monthly measure of the first (or initial) report for nonresidential building projects in planning, which have been shown to lead construction spending for nonresidential buildings by a full year. The decline in September was the result of a 5.3% drop in institutional planning and a 3.6% decrease in commercial planning, retreating from the strong performance in August which benefitted from an influx of large projects ($100 million +) into planning. September’s decline follows five consecutive months of gains for the Momentum Index, and resumes for now the saw-tooth pattern that’s often been present in the data since 2014. Even with the recent volatility on a month-to-month basis, the Momentum Index continues to trend higher, signaling that developers have moved plans forward despite economic and political uncertainty. With the September release the Momentum Index is 5.1% higher than one year ago. The institutional component is 5.4% above its September 2015 reading, while the commercial component is up 4.9%.

In September, five projects entered planning each with a value that exceeded $100 million. For the commercial building sector, the leading projects were a $200 million office tower in Chicago, IL and a $150 million JW Marriott Hotel in Irvine, CA. The leading institutional projects were a $150 million hospital in Evanston, WY and a $105 million hospital in Salt Lake City, UT.

AUGUST CONSTRUCTION STARTS JUMP 21%

New construction starts in August soared 21% to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $711.2 billion, according to Dodge Data & Analytics, following lackluster activity in July. The August rise for total construction starts featured an especially elevated amount for nonresidential building, which was helped by the start of a $3 billion petrochemical plant in Louisiana, the $1.7 billion Wynn Casino in the Boston MA area, and a $508 million terminal upgrade at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. The non-building construction sector also experienced strong growth, with its public works segment lifted by the start of a $3 billion natural gas pipeline project in the states of Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. In addition, residential building contributed with a moderate August gain, reflecting another advance for multifamily housing which included groundbreaking for the $900 million Wanda Vista Tower in Chicago IL. Through the first eight months of 2016, total construction starts on an unadjusted basis were $439.3 billion, down 7% from a year ago. As 2016 is proceeding, the year-to-date decline for total construction is becoming smaller, affected to a lesser extent by the comparison to the massive projects reported during the first half of 2015 and now benefitting from the start of several massive projects in this year’s second half. If projects valued at $1 billion or more are excluded, total construction starts during the first eight months of 2016 would be down a slight 1%, or essentially even, with a year ago.
New ROXULASSIST
online calculation tool

Industrial insulation shaped by experts.

Experience our knowledge with ROXULASSIST®,
the online thermotechnical calculation tool

This expert tool puts our extensive consulting skills and 75+ years of
experience in the field of industrial insulation at your fingertips. Together,
with our sustainable ProRox® stone wool solutions, we can help you deliver
the highest available protection against fire, heat, noise and energy loss while
also reducing CO₂ emissions. Do the math and calculate the ideal insulation
thickness with ROXULASSIST, our free online expert calculation program.
Sign up at www.roxulassist.com or call (800) 265-6878 to help your
business shape up.

Please Contact:
Jake Erickson, National Sales Manager
t. (360) 896 5240  |  e. jake.erickson@roxul.com

www.roxul-rti.com
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BUILDING FOR GENERATIONS
PICTURES FROM THE 2016 FALL BUSINESS MEETING
From our family to yours, thank you for the opportunity to serve you.

We are celebrating 35 years in the industry thanks to the loyalty of our customers and the dedication of our employees. Your success is our priority, which is why when you demand the best, we deliver.

Contact us today to experience the Proto difference.
RPR Products, Inc.

**INSUL-MATE, Products**
- Roll Jacketing & Sheeting
- 2-Piece aluminum & T316 Stainless Steel Pressed Elbows
- Strapping, Seals, Springs and Screws
- 4 Inch Box Rib Sheets
- Insul-Box, Aluminum Siding
- 7.2” Rib Siding

**ACOUSTI-MATE,**
- Acoustical Jacketing
- Aluminum and Stainless Steel Perforated Rolls and Sheeting

407 DELZ | HOUSTON TEXAS 77018 | 713-697.7003 | 800.231.0149

---

Brauer Supply Co.

HEATING, COOLING, INSULATION, FASTENERS, AND AIR FILTRATION

WHOLESALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

ESTABLISHED 1881

Visit our Web Site at www.brauersupply.com

**CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS**
1218 South Vandeven Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63110
Phone: (314) 534-7150
Toll-Free: (800) 392-8776
Fax: (314) 534-1816

**Insulation Headquarters**
1218 South Vandeven Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63110
Phone: (314) 534-7150
Toll-Free: (800) 392-8776
Fax: (314) 534-6867

1014 Airport Rd.
Festus, MO 63028
(636) 931-9860
(877) 931-9860
Fax: (636) 931-8601

2622 So. Old Orchard Rd.
Jackson, MO 63355
(573) 243-4877
(800) 367-4889
Fax: (573) 243-9484

1902 Katherine Street
Joplin, MO 64801
(417) 624-9600
(866) 845-0733
Fax: (417) 624-9602

74 S. James St.
Kansas City, KS 66118
(913) 281-3100
(877) 589-6638
Fax: (913) 281-3103

1231 Tom Ginnever Ave.
O’Fallon, MO 63366
(636) 978-6700
(800) 284-8838
Fax: (636) 978-6720

1475 Taylor Avenue
Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 544-0265
(888) 544-0265
Fax: (217) 544-0715

3105 A East Elm
Springfield, MO 65802
(417) 862-7117
(666) 284-0392
Fax: (417) 862-7997

105 Service Street
Swansea, IL 62226
(618) 233-1733
(877) 534-7150
Fax: (618) 233-4426

498 DuBois Valley Dr.
Union, MO 63084
(636) 583-8855
(800) 583-8856
Fax: (636) 583-8266

---
SureShot II changes your concept of pin welding... times TWO. Be it Cupheads, Weld Pins, or even Weld Studs -- SureShotII can deliver. With updated Hybrid Technology and Dual Operating Power, SureShotII uses the best of all worlds to provide Capacitor Discharge fastener welding second to none. In the lightweight and rugged packaging you’ve come to expect from SureShot (weighing in at 18 lbs.) this Welder has the power to weld virtually any Stud fastener known to the CD application market; with only 110volt (or 220volt incoming power). User-friendly, the system offers multi-level safety and operational designs to get the job done quickly, safely and reliably --- truly delivering the power of “II”.

Your
SINGLE SOURCE
Insulation Fastening StudWelding Specialists

1-800-852-8352 • 450 Richard Street • Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 • midwestfasteners.com
TRUST
IS EARNED THROUGH INTEGRITY, QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE.

- 100% moisture impermeable
- Fire resistant – Will not burn
- Superior compressive strength
- Long-term thermal performance
- Wide range of service temperatures
- No toxic blowing agents

Contact Rob English to learn more
Regional Sales Director FOAMGLAS® Industry
Cell 314-503-0001  Office 314-983-9778
rob_english@pghcorning.com

FOAMGLAS® INSULATION
Trusted by contractors and engineers worldwide for over 75 years.